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Erin: Hello and welcome to the Your Village podcast, Parenting Beyond Discipline, the 
place to learn about ALL things parenting and get your questions answered. I’m your 
host, Erin Royer. 

I had planned to answer 2 questions today. But the first question has 3 really important 
areas to cover and I want to have to get into each of those areas. Secondly, since it’s so 
hot right, I’m going to take a few moments at the end to give my thoughts and 
commentary about what’s going on in the news about the college entrance scandal. 
Obviously that’s good intentions in parenting gone wrong, way wrong! 

Let’s get to the questions, so our question this week are about when and how to leave 
a toddler at daycare to make it the easiest transition possible. 

This question is from Matt who says, “Hello Erin! My wife and I love your podcast. 
Thank you so much. The question today is about transitioning to daycare. Our little one 
started daycare when he was ~9 months old and was there for ~4 months until we 
decided to withdraw him from daycare. It was not a good experience. He never fully 
adapted, and he had three different teachers in that period of time. Plus he was sick all 
the time. He cried every time we left him there and every time we saw in the camera, 
he was playing by himself all alone and not participating in ANY of the activities or 
interacting with other kids who were mostly a year older than him. Still, he does not like 
to hang out with kids around his same age, though he loves hanging out with older 
kids and adults. We think that is important for him to develop social skills with peers, 
and we would like him to attend a daycare for three days/week at least. But we don't 
know how to do it. Should we play with him at the daycare for a week or so until he 
feels the daycare is a safe space? or should we just drop him off at the daycare? They 
had advised us to just leave him there and leave as soon as possible, but that doesn't 
feel right. Are there any other things we can do to make him feel more comfortable at 
daycare and with other children his age? One consideration is that he has a bit of 
speech difficulty - has 12 to 18 month-old language skills) Thank you again so much! 
and looking forward to hear your advice!” 

So there are several great topics to cover in here, a couple of development topics - 
separation anxiety and social development around play and interaction with peers and 



then I think it’s also important to cover some tips on looking for a daycare/preschool as 
well. 

So let’s start with development and in particular development of self and play and 
social skills. So in one of the episodes I talked a bit about the development of self, so if 
you remember back to that one or have heard it, I shared that right around nine 
months is when a baby begins to realize they are a separate being from everyone else, 
including their caregivers and this is why you often start to see separation anxiety show 
up at this age. Shortly after this realization there is the whole concept of me, my and 
mine, and why you start to hear these words a lot. Because the realization of self is now 
real and sense of self is developing. This is also why you start to hear No frequently 
after the sense of self begins to develop. I can assert myself. So around 9 months baby 
realizes I am my own person! This is pretty big deal. It means independence and 
playing with that but it also means, I’m on my own and that’s scary and so baby will 
look for a loved one to check in with frequently, come back for a check in for a feeling 
of safety and security and once he or she has this, they then feel confident and safe to 
go explore but he or she will come back and check in frequently or infrequently, 
depending on their temperament and how safe they feel in that environment, on that 
day. When they are sick or tired, they get more clingy so these expressions that bounce 
between autonomy and connection/security will run the spectrum from one end to 
other throughout the toddler and preschool years and into elementary for many kids. 
So when it comes to supporting your child through this process when you need to 
leave there are a couple options, one is to set a goodbye ritual. You never want to 
sneak out or the reactions will get worse and works against them feeling safe to go 
explore on their own if they fear a parent will disappear the moment their back is 
turned. But once you do the goodbye ritual, you can go ahead and leave, letting them 
know you will be back. When this happens, babies and toddlers go through a 4 step 
process in learning to deal with the separation. In most cases this only lasts a few 
minutes and then will come and go throughout those toddler/preschool years. You may 
go months without any tears and then it pops back up. This is normal. 

The other is option is what we call a slow transition - this is what can do in the 
beginning, so only in the first week or two of a new daycare or preschool, depending 
on how many days a week your child attends. It’s a way to stay and allow your child to 
feel comfortable in the environment before you leave and tends to work really well. 
However, you do need to be able to slowly remove yourself over a 3-4 day period from 
your child and the daycare/preschool experience. Now not all daycares or preschools 
allow this so if this is important to you, then you’ll want to ask any potential school.  
Hang out for a few minutes and join in with your child. Then stand back and watch for a 



few minutes. If she’s still struggling with the idea of you leaving and, you can follow 
these steps 

In order to do a slow transition you will need the luxury of time for 3 days to a week, 
depending on how your child adapts. For the first day, plan to stay and help out. The 
second day (possibly up through day 4) – sit on a chair by the door or right outside.You 
may or may not end up staying the entire time but be prepared, just in case. The 
important thing is, to be the most boring thing in the room. Be there but not involved. 
Read a book. Don’t look at or engage with your child. If you smile and engage, he will 
come to you. If your child says, “Hey look what I did.” “uh, huh” would be appropriate. 
Allow your child to cling to you and come to you but respond minimally or not at all.  

When all has been going well, Next – make little trips away. “Ok I’m going to the 
bathroom. I’ll be back in 5 minutes.” Do the goodbye ritual and leave. Return in 5 like 
promised. “I’m back.” No comfort, love or snuggles even if they are crying. Otherwise 
you send message, “you need me, I’m rescuing you.” Gradually take longer trips away. 
Let play and teacher invite the child to play instead of pushing child to join. Allow child 
to find their comfort instead of pushing it “ripping band-aid off”  
Once child has developed the resilience of adjusting within a few minutes of you 
leaving, this should happen by day 3 to day 5 depending, after this you can start 
regular drop offs. 

There is a lot more to this question that I’d like to get to, including development of 
play and social skills as well as some tips for choosing a preschool/daycare that is a 
good fit for your child and family. So I will get to that right after a word from our 
sponsor, modern fertility!   

Now that we’re back after a word from our sponsor, let’s get back to Matt's question. 
When it comes to the separation anxiety piece there are a lot of other ways to minimize 
the anxiety at dropoffs, especially as they ebb and flow over the coming years. So for 
more on that, as well as the separation anxiety process, why it’s ok and not just ok but 
actually helpful to development, so long as it’s done in a particular, you can see the 
class on separation anxiety, at YourVillageOnline.com under the Health and 
Development section. 

Now I’m going to cover play and social development. So it’s not until around the age 3 
that children move from parallel play to interactive or cooperative play. Parallel play is 
when toddler play beside each other, but really don’t interact with each other during 
their play. Part of this is because the language skills are not developed enough but 
neither is the concept of the “other” because the concept of self is just beginning to 
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develop. With that said, sometimes they will hand things to each other if they point or 
ask or may run around the playground together. But when it comes to play that 
involves cooperative planning,”let’s build a castle” or “let’s play ice cream shop” 
anything where they cooperate and come up with ideas together or work off of each 
other’s ideas, you won’t start to see this until typically around 3 years and older. So for 
Matt, this is very likely the reason that your son was not playing with other kids. He was 
in this daycare from about 9 months to 13 months so this is when he was just figuring 
out how to even use his body to manipulate toys, and to get where he wants to go like 
crawling, standing and walking. But now even at 2, he and most of his peers, especially 
if he is early two (if he’s getting towards the end of 2 and will soon be 3 then this will 
change) but kids who are early two, even two and half are not playing together much, 
other than a little roughhousing or trying to get to the tricycle first before someone 
else gets it! Then around 3, a little before for some and a little after for other is when 
they will decide together what to play, what the “rules” or overall idea are “Let’s play 
ice cream shop. I’ll be the server first and you be the customer. Then we can take 
turns.” “Ok! This is where we keep the ice cream!” “Yeah and this is the cash register?” 
“What can we use for money?” This type of cooperation will develop throughout that 
third year. So if you have a 1 or 2 year old who isn’t engaging much with other kids 
during play, this is not a cause for concern. So for Matt, it’s not surprising that he does 
enjoy older kids because older kids have the play skill and can engage your son into 
the play to whatever degree he is ready. If you have two kids your sons age, they are 
both earlier on in their social development and so neither will be ready or able to take 
the lead so this makes to me. I wouldn’t worry about peers his own age until he’s 
around 3. this is a really good time to start a preschool or daycare program to work on 
the social skills. If it’s something you need to do for work purposes, that’s fine but just 
don’t expect his social skills to blossom for a while yet. The other option is to get him 
some exposure by getting out to the park a few times a week. Often times you will see 
the same kids there and he gets practice playing with the same kid each week, for the 
most part. You also can have short play dates, up to an hour, at your house with one or 
two other kids to get hims some practice with social skills. These are some good 
options at these earlier ages. 

The last piece I want to discuss is finding the right program. For any parent out there 
who is looking for a potential preschool or daycare program, really take your time on 
this. Because it’s really hard to switch once you, and especially your child is ingrained in 
a program, to switch it out. It’s hard to pull them away from whatever friendships, even 
if they are just starting to take hold and away from the familiarity of a program if the 
administration isn’t living up to your expectations. The turnover of teachers is a 
problem for a 9 month old who’s struggling with separation anxiety and most 9 month 
olds are! So they need that security of one or two caregivers that are constant at school 



to maintain that feeling of security while they are there. They need an attachment 
figure at the school they can count on to be there most of the days. 

These are things that you don’t always know to ask about the program, about the 
administration, the daily schedule, their expectations of children. I’ve gotten several 
other questions lately all related that I will be covering in upcoming episodes that have 
come up about expectations of a toddler that are just not age appropriate. I feel bad 
for families who have put down a deposit, and their child has started to connect with 
teachers and/or friends but the program isn’t in the best interest of their child. Many 
times these things can be worked out and the director or owner is not aware but 
sometimes they cannot and the family has to start all over looking for another program 
and the child has to start all over at a new school. kids are resilient so it’s not that big of 
a deal but the whole separation process and getting used to new environment, 
teachers and peers, plus the whole search process is a bit stressful in and of itself! So 
for more on that, a list of questions to ask and things to look for when you visit a 
preschool, see the class on choosing a preschool on the website at 
YourVillageOnline.com under the Education menu at the top. 

OK. I’m guessing most of you have heard about this but if you haven’t, there have been 
a list of, at this point 50 families, parents, on the wealthier side, along with some other 
key players who have been named in a scheme to cheat their way into top universities, 
through altered SAT scores, and fake sports participation. I won’t get into the details. 
But in addition to the parents paying for this service, knowing full well it was cheating, 
that they were get test scores altered and lying on applications about a child’s 
participation in sports in order to beef up their application, they reported the expense 
as a donation to a non-profit and that’s actually where they are really in trouble, for tax 
fraud. Anyway, as far as they know, none of the kids were aware that this was 
happening.  

So where do I start. As an older mom, I do have friends who’s kids are on this part of 
the journey, applying to and starting college. It is really competitive and stressful. I 
think I mentioned last week or a few weeks ago about how colleges are looking for kids 
who are developed and successful in many areas, not just academically anymore. One 
of my friends hired a college coach for his kids. He said he’d wished he’d hired this 
person when his oldest was in 10th grade! Now these are successful kids, academically 
and in sports but this sounds crazy, to start planning in 10th grade, what activities, 
volunteer work etc, you should be doing over the summer or after school in order to 
give yourself the best chance at the school of your choice. For us in southern california, 
USC and UCLA are the big ones that kids want to attend, along with any of the other 
obvious ivy league schools. This is a very different world than I was in when I was 
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getting for college, at least as far as I know. my parents couldn’t have afforded a coach 
even if it were a thing back then, but I’d never heard of this until lately. So it’s been an 
awakening! But I’m going to talk about the good news in a minute for those who might 
be concerned about having to she'll out money for college coach and who knows what 
else, in order to give their child a better shot at getting into the best school they can 
down the road, for many of you this is way down the road! 

But first I just want to talk about what must be going on in these kids heads who have 
found this out about their parents helping them cheat to get into college. I don’t know 
what these relationships were like anyway, maybe the other symptoms of this were 
already apparent. But to me, I would imagine the children are hurt, and thoughts of “I 
wasn’t good enough.” or “You didn’t believe in me.” “you aren’t proud of me the way I 
am.” are the messages they are getting. I won’t try to second guess the psychological 
mindset of the parents. In addition to their legal troubles  there is most likely a lot of 
collateral damage to the relationships with their children and who knows if they will be 
able to undo that or if they even have the tools to do so. 

But here’s the good news. Your kids can still very successful in life by being who they 
are and by you letting them be who they are, guiding, supporting, and giving 
opportunities to help them find, explore and tune their gifts and talents. I was listening 
to one of my podcasts the other day, I remember Furqaan asking me about that 
probably over a year ago what podcasts I listen to and I have a new favorite, his name 
is Ed Mylett. If you haven’t heard of him, he’s high energy, super inspirational success 
minded, don’t let anything get in your way, especially yourself, which is not most, all of 
us. We all get in our way. He has incredible guests but even when he doesn’t his 
podcast is just out of this world.  

If you have a parenting question you’d like answered, send an email to 
Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com.  

Thanks for listening and see you next week!
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